Abstract. Application details uncertain at design time as well as tolerance against permanent resource defects demand flexibility and redundancy. In this context, we present a strategy for placing replicas in embedded point-to-point networks where link as well as node defects may occur at runtime. The proposed strategies for replica placement are based on the partitioning of the network into biconnected components. We are able to distinguish between different replication strategies, i.e., active and passive replication. Our experimental results show that the reliability improvement due to the proposed replica placement strategies is up to 23% compared to a randomized strategy.
Introduction
Many networked embedded systems such as sensor networks or networks in the field of industry automation need to be flexible and extensible towards applications which are unknown at design time. In particular, new network nodes need to be integrated and new tasks are to be placed onto the computational resources in the network. On the other hand, such networks have to meet demands concerning reliability/availability at a minimum of additional monetary costs. But how is it possible to combine flexibility with reliability at a minimum of extra monetary cost? Traditional approaches try to treat transient and permanent faults by introducing spatial or temporal redundancy at design time [10] or by applying coding techniques [11] . In this contribution, we will propose an online methodology that replicates the tasks executed by the network nodes in order to tolerate permanent fail-silent faults of nodes and links. These replicated tasks will be dynamically placed onto network nodes using underutilized computational reserves. That is, we need not explicitly extend the network with a node and a spare node providing the same functionality. Instead, the functionality of a new node or a new application will be distributed over the network making use of free computational reserves in the network, i.e., reducing the amount of extra cost. Moreover, it is possible to tolerate several subsequent permanent defects, whereas static systems might tolerate only as many defects as spares are available.
Using a two-phase online methodology ( Fig. 1) , we are able to integrate new tasks into the network and to treat resource defects. After a defect of a node or link in the network, the online methodology tries to activate replicas and reroute the communication paths in a fast repair phase. The second phase called optimization phase tries 1.) to optimize the binding of the tasks and 2.) to place replicas in order to tolerate further resource defects. In previous publications, we investigated methodologies and their performance for the fast repair phase [13] and the optimization of the tasks binding [20, 18, 19] . In this paper, we focus on the algorithmic aspects of placement of replicas in order to tolerate node or link defects.
As an introductory example, consider the networks and placement of tasks in Fig. 2 . Two cases are shown which are completely different in their reliability. Both cases show a network with six nodes n 1 , . . . , n 6 and two communicating tasks t 1 and t 2 , each having a unique replica t 1 and t 2 , respectively. If in Fig. 2a ) node n 2 , node n 4 or the link (n 2 , n 4 ) fails, the functionality fails as well because no connected component contains both tasks. In Fig. 2b ) the placement of the replicas t 1 and t 2 differs such that each node and link defect, even n 2 , n 4 as well as the link (n 2 , n 4 ) may occur without loosing the functionality. Thus, the reliability of the entire network depends heavily on the placement strategy of replicated tasks and the underlying topology.
Therefore, we will study in this paper the impact of replica placement on the network reliability and in summary, the contributions are:
1. Novel heuristics for placing replicas are presented which are based on the partitioning of networks into so-called biconnected components. In case of topology changes, the fast repair phase activates replicated tasks and the communication between any two tasks will be reestablished. If a new task arrives at one node in the network, the network decentrally tries to bind the task onto one of its network nodes. The optimization phase optimizes the binding of tasks and creates new replicas.
2. Differences for placing passive replicas [3] and active replicas [17] are analytically discussed and experimentally evaluated. 3. An experimental evaluation compares the presented heuristics with respect to resulting reliability properties.
The remaining paper is structured as follows: Sec. 2 presents the related work in the field of replica placement. Sec. 3 introduces our network model used throughout this paper. Sec. 4 focuses on the main contribution of this paper, i.e., on distributed replica placement techniques. The proposed replica placement approach is evaluated in Sec. 5.
Related Work
Replication has been a research topic in different areas, like distributed file servers, content delivery networks, and databases. In databases for instance, replication has been applied for performance reasons. In distributed systems, replication or redundancy, respectively, is usually introduced for fault-tolerance reasons and obtained by replicating tasks or services as well as components or devices. Independent of the kind of replication, i.e., active replication or passive replication, different strategies have been investigated for the placement of replicated tasks. In the field of content-delivery networks, data objects are replicated on servers in order to minimize the latency in case of an access by a client. A famous approach that minimizes this latency is the Hot Zone algorithm [22] which is derived from the Hot Spot [16] algorithm. The Hot Spot algorithm attempts to place replicas close to the clients generating the highest amount of traffic. N potential sites are sorted according to this amount of traffic and on the M sites with the highest traffic replicas are placed. The Hot Zone algorithm partitions the network into regions consisting of nodes with a low latency to each other. In a second step, the Hot Zone algorithm places replicas into the most active regions.
A very good overview of different placement strategies, objectives and application areas is given in [12, 16] . The presented algorithms are executed in a centralized way with global knowledge. But interestingly, the authors of [12] see a strong relevance towards the research of distributed online-placement strategies which is the scope of this paper. They argue that distributed approaches overcome scalability problems of centralized approaches.
Heuristics which determine a placement of replicas in a distributed manner have been presented by Douceur and Wattenhofer. They studied placement strategies [5] [6] [7] based on hill-climbing algorithms which are applied in the distributed server-less file Fig. 2 . In a) neither the nodes n2, n4 nor the link (n2, n4) must fail. Otherwise, the functionality provided by the communicating tasks t1 and t2 cannot operate any more. In b), the nodes n2 and n4 as well as the link (n2, n4) may fail without loosing functionality as the communication from task t1 to t2 may still be handled from replica t 1 to t2 or from t1 to t 2 .
system Farsite [1] . The heuristics select replicas and swap their placement in order to iteratively increase their availability. In particular, one group of nodes contacts another group and each of it selects a file it manages. The groups then decide whether to swap the files or not. For the selection of files, three different strategies were applied: 1.) A RandRand -strategy swaps two randomly chosen files. 2.) A MinRand -strategy swaps between a minimum-availability file and any other file. 3.) A MinMax -strategy swaps between a minimum-availability file and a maximum-availability file. The swaps are only processed if they reduce the difference of the file availabilities.
In [4] , a distributed algorithm with a loosely synchronized global database is presented which tries to take placement decisions of data objects into account by applying a randomized strategy. A more recent publication [15] proposes a so-called sequential placement strategy which determines a binding of a primary object with the help of a hash function calculated for that object. The idea of sequential placement is to place replicas close to each other such that failures can be detected and repaired very fast.
Unfortunately, all these heuristics fail in the context of embedded networks, since they consider only the availability of a single data object on its own. But, in the context of embedded networks an application consisting of distributed communicating tasks works only correctly if all tasks are available. Moreover, in the context of embedded systems based on point-to-point communication, there is a high risk that networks split up into two parts due to a defect. Therefore, in the following sections, we study novel heuristics for the placement and replication of communicating tasks.
Computational Model
The considered systems are specified by the network model which separates functionality from the network architecture. The network model consists of a topology graph and a sensor-controller-actuator graph. The third component of the network model is the set of mapping edges which denotes the binding possibilities of tasks onto network nodes. Hence, we model also heterogeneous nodes that cannot execute all tasks. The system model can be formally described as follows: A mapping edge e m ∈ E m starts at a vertex of the sensor-controller-actuator graph and ends at a vertex of the topology graph. A mapping edge e m ∈ E m indicates the possible implementation of a task onto the corresponding resource. If a mapping edge (t i , n i ) = e m is selected, the task t i of the sensor-controller-actuator graph is executed at the corresponding node n i . This will be also denoted with t i → n i in the following.
In the following, we assume that at most two mapping edges e m are selected, one for the task t i and one for the replica t i . The replicas can be either active or passive and throughout the reminder of the paper, we define the property of active and passive replication as follows. Definition 5 (Active Replica). Active replicas t i are executed on a node in the same way as primary tasks t i . Thus, the active replicas produce the same computational load c i as the corresponding primary tasks t i . Definition 6 (Passive Replica). Passive replicas t i are not executed on a node, but stored in the memory of that node. In order to work like a primary task t i , replicated tasks need to be activated. Thus, the passive replicas produce no computational load c i unless they are activated.
For a precise description on the functioning of active and passive replicas, we refer to [3] and [17] .
Furthermore, the replica placement methodology presented here is based on the following failure model : Definition 7 (Failure Model). Only one node or communication link may fail simultaneously and another subsequent defect of such a resource occurs in a minimum arrival time bigger than after the methodology from Fig. 1 has been processed. Obviously, such a defect might result in a situation where more than one resource is inaccessible due to the decomposition of a network into two or more parts. But for the presented replica placement algorithms, this assumption is very important and typically, the execution time of the online methodology is much shorter than the time between two resource defects. Thus, this assumption does not reduce the applicability of the presented approach.
Topology-Aware Replica Placement
According to the overall methodology presented in Fig. 1 , the placement of tasks and replicas is performed in two steps with competing objectives. The placement of tasks is executed with the objective to improve the performance of an application, i.e., reduce the traffic in the network and balance the load on the network nodes such that the task response times and the overhead due to context switches are reduced. Due to the fact that the run-time behavior is of major interest, the task placement is prioritized and executed at first. Afterwards, the replica placement phase is supposed to place replicas onto the remaining computational resources in the network. That is, the replica placement phase assumes a fixed binding of tasks onto the network nodes and each task already consumes a certain part of the computational capacity of its host network node. With the objective to increase the reliability of the entire functionality executed by the network, the placement strategy binds replicated tasks onto network nodes.
In embedded networks tasks might be inoperable because the communication partners are in separated connected components of the network after a resource defect. Therefore, a novel strategy is proposed which 1.) identifies network partitions that will under no circumstances split up into disjoint components under the above mentioned conditions and 2.) places replicas t i with respect to these partitions. These two parts are explained in the following subsections.
Identifying Network Partitions
With the help of our failure model, it is possible to identify network regions that will under no circumstance decompose. Such components are called biconnected components (e.g., see [2, Sec. 5.3]): Definition 8 (Biconnected Component). Let G(V, E) be an undirected graph where V is the set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges e i . Two edges e i , e j are said to be biconnected if e i = e j or there exists a simple cycle containing both e i and e j . A simple cycle is a path consisting of vertices v k , v l , . . . , v k where no vertex except v k occurs twice. Each two distinct edges e i and e j are in the same set E s ⊆ E iff they are biconnected. All vertices v j ∈ V incident to the edges e ∈ E s belong to the set
For the following examinations, we define a set of nodes BCC i containing only the nodes of a biconnected component G s : BCC i = V s . In networks with several biconnected components, the following elements might occur which are critical with respect to the reliability of the network: Definition 9 (Articulation Point). An articulation point is a vertex whose removal disconnects the graph. Definition 10 (Bridge). A bridge is an edge whose removal disconnects the graph. In Fig. 3 a network with six nodes n 1 , . . . , n 6 is shown. The biconnected components in this network are given by the sets V s1 = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 }, V s2 = {n 4 , n 5 , n 6 }, and V s3 = {n 2 , n 4 } with their corresponding edges. Biconnected components with more than two nodes have the important property that each node is connected to any other node in the same biconnected component via at least two disjoint paths. Thus, a node defect Shown is a network with six nodes n1, . . . , n6, with two articulation points n2, n4, one bridge (n2, n4), and three biconnected components given through their sets Vs1 = {n1, n2, n3}, Vs2 = {n4, n5, n6}, and Vs3 = {n2, n4} and their corresponding edges.
will result in a failure of the functionality of the defect node but the functionality of the other nodes within this biconnected component will not be inaccessible. In case of a link defect, no task bound onto nodes within the biconnected component will be inaccessible. Note that biconnected components with two elements are somehow an exception because a link between the two nodes might decompose the two nodes. On the other hand, a link defect in such a small biconnected component can be interpreted as a node defect. Hence, the biconnected component will shrink from a node's point of view but will not decompose. However, the articulation points in Fig. 3 are n 2 and n 4 . If one of these nodes is faulty, the network is divided into two parts. The same holds true for the bridge between the nodes n 2 and n 4 . If the link has a defect, the network is divided, too. Algorithms for determining biconnected components have been widely studied and applied, e.g., for CAD/CAM applications or efficient search strategies in logic programming [23] . Another interesting application is presented in [21] , where causal message ordering is achieved with the help of biconnected components. In this paper, we present distributed algorithms for maintaining biconnected components in a dynamically changing network for placing replicas onto network nodes.
The first approach for finding biconnected components in undirected graphs is based on depth-first search. Such a sequential algorithm which solves the problem in O(n+m) time where n is the number of vertices in the graph and m is the number of edges has been presented in [9] [2, Sec. 5.3]. If each node in the network knows about the topology and changes to the topology are immediately announced to each node in the network, this algorithm is applicable in our replica placement strategy. A very efficient approach has been presented in [23] which allows for adapting biconnected components after an edge insertion. Unfortunately, this approach is not applicable to our case because we consider link defects, i.e., edges are deleted but not inserted. The algorithms presented in [8] and [21] are distributed algorithms that solve the problem of finding biconnected components concurrently in dynamic graphs.
Replica Placement Algorithms
After the biconnected components are identified in the network, each node hosting tasks t i searches for other host nodes for placing the replica t i . This search can be simply implemented with a sort of depth-first search. This search sends a message msg to one neighboring node. The message msg consists of two ordered lists msg.visited containing all visited nodes and msg.backtracking with nodes which will be visited again if a search in a certain network direction was not successful. Additional task parameters are stored in msg.constraints and contain the following information: 1.) required resources like computational capacity or dedicated I/O components and 2.) the current quality of the replica placement. Based on the information in msg.constraints, the receiver of the message msg can decide whether the replica will be accepted or not. If the receiver of msg accepts the new replica, it sends a message back to the former host node such that the task binaries can be transferred to the new host. In Alg. 1 the search strategy for nodes is presented which is locally executed at each node in the network.
In algorithm Alg. 1 line 10, the replicas are accepted by a receiving node iff certain constraints stored in msg.constraints are fulfilled. It has been mentioned that these constraints cover resource constraints like required computational capacity, necessary I/O components, etc. But it is also important that these constraints contain information about the current placement of the replicas. Therefore, criteria are explained in the following that allow for deciding whether the new replica placement is better than the current placement.
The first group of algorithms requires reliability values of computational resources in the network and respects these values during the placement process: Max Rel: The Max Rel strategy tries to place tasks onto nodes with highest reliability as long as enough computational capacity is available and other resource constraints are not violated. The host node of the replica t i and its task t i must not be the same. This strategy resembles the idea from [5] explained in Sec. 2. This strategy is considered as a reference here, and the next three approaches will be compared to it. BCC Max1 Max Rel: The BCC Max1 Max Rel places a replica in a biconnected component where the most adjacent tasks are located, i.e., tasks the replica communicates with after activation of the replica. Within this biconnected component, the replica is placed onto the most reliable node. As before, the host node of the replica t i and its task t i must not be the same. BCC Max2 Max Rel: The BCC Max2 Max Rel places a replica in a biconnected component where the most tasks are located. In this case, data dependencies between tasks are not respected. Within this biconnected component, the replica is placed onto the most reliable node. Again, the host node of the replica t i and its task t i must not be the same. BCC Task Max Rel: The BCC Task Max Rel places a replica t i in a biconnected component where the corresponding task t i must not be located in. The idea is to distribute the tasks and replicas over the biconnected components such that one component with the entire functionality survives. Within the biconnected component the replica is placed onto the most reliable node. If another biconnected component without the task t i and a node with higher reliability is found the replica t i will be placed onto the new node. If only one biconnected component exists, the replica is placed onto the node with the highest reliability in this component.
In many cases, a network designer does not precisely know about the reliability of the applied communication or computational resources. Therefore, the following algorithms are investigated which do not require any reliability values, e.g., failure rates, of the resources: Random: The Random strategy places a replica t i onto a randomly selected node which does not execute the task t i . This strategy is just considered for comparison of our approaches. BCC Max1: The BCC Max1 strategy resembles the BCC Max1 Max Rel strategy, but instead of selecting the node with highest reliability an arbitrary node of the biconnected component is chosen. BCC Max2: The BCC Max2 strategy is also similar to the BCC Max2 Max Rel strategy, but neglects the reliability of the nodes. BCC Task: The BCC Task strategy places the replica t i in the biconnected component next to the biconnected component hosting the task t i . If only one component exists the replica t i is placed onto an arbitrary node. The entire replica placement approach is a greedy strategy which places a replica onto a network node if it improves the current binding. Moreover, the approach runs asynchronously and concurrently in the network.
Computational Load of Active and Passive Replicas
Typically, the computational capacity in embedded networks is restricted and it might not be possible to execute the tasks and their replicas simultaneously (active replication). Instead, it is possible to keep replicas passively in the memory and activate them if the node executing the corresponding tasks will fail. In this case, it has to be assured that the computational capacity of each node is not exceeded after the replicas are activated. Therefore, we will consider two load scenarios here: 1.) tasks are actively replicated such that each replica requires memory as well as computational resources and 2.) tasks are passively replicated such that only memory but no computational resources are required (unless a node fails and the replica is activated).
For example, consider the network and the task binding shown in Fig. 4 . Each node n i executes a task t j with the computational load of c j = 0.5, i.e., 50% of the capacity of a node are required by the task t j . We can now illustrate the differences for active and passive replication: If active replicas t j are placed onto the nodes n i , exactly one active replica may be bound onto each node in the network. Otherwise, the computational load of the replicas and the task bound onto a node n i will exceed the capacity of that node. If passive replication is chosen, each node may host several replicas, but it has to be assured that only one replica will be active after a node defect. Thus, considering the results from the discussion on biconnected components the following binding possibilities for replicas exist on node n 1 : {t 2 , t 3 }, {t 3 , t 4 }, {t 3 , t 5 }, {t 3 , t 6 }. Each set of the form {t r , . . . , t s } contains a maximal number of replicas which may but might not necessarily be bound onto a node n 1 in addition to a task t 1 . For example, the node n 1 can host task t 1 and the replicas t 2 and t 3 . Alternatively, n 1 can host t 1 and {t 3 , t 4 }, or t 1 and {t 3 , t 5 } or t 1 and {t 3 , t 6 }. Compared to the active replication strategy, it can be clearly seen that the sets are larger. Note that n 1 cannot host t 1 and {t 2 , t 4 } because a defect of n 2 leads to a the activation of both replicas t 2 and t 4 . Compared to the active replication strategy, it can be clearly seen that there are more potential nodes for placing replicas.
In the following, we will formally describe the differences between active and passive replication in the context of computational load. For simplicity, we assume that each task can be executed by each node, i.e., other resource constraints than the computational power do not exist. Definition 11 (Normalized Load Constraint). Let the computational capacity of a node n i be 1. Let c j ∈ R + be the real-valued fraction of the capacity of a task t j consumed if executed by node n i . All computational loads c j of tasks executed by n i must not exceed the capacity: tj :tj →ni c j ≤ 1 t j → n i means that task t j is executed by node n i . Definition 12 (Active Replication Constraint). For the following considerations, we additionally assume that each node n i knows whether a task t x is executed by a node n j in the same biconnected component (n i , n j ∈ BCC r ) or in a different biconnected component (n i ∈ BCC r , n j ∈ BCC s with BCC r = BCC s ). If the nodes n i , n j are in different biconnected components, the unique articulation point n AP k ∈ BCC r required for accessing BCC s is also known by n i ∈ BCC r . Definition 13 (Passive Replication Constraint). Let c x be again the normalized computational load of a task t x and its passive replica t x after activation. Then, for a node n i belonging to a biconnected component BCC r (n i ∈ BCC r ), the following equation must hold:
denotes the load caused by the replicas placed onto node n i . The replicas stem from the tasks of the nodes n k within the same biconnected component than n i where n k is not an articulation point (n i , n k ∈ BCC r , n k / ∈ BCC s with BCC r = BCC s ):
LR AP ni denotes the load caused by the replicas placed onto node n i . This time the replicas stem from the tasks of the nodes n k which are not in the same biconnected component than n i (n i ∈ BCC r , n k / ∈ BCC r ):
P AT H(n i , n k ) denotes a set of nodes connecting n i ∈ BCC r and n k ∈ BCC s . n AP j is an articulation point as defined in Def. 9 .
LT AP ni denotes the load caused by the tasks placed onto node n i : LT ni = tx:tx →ni c x Theorem 1. If passive replication is applied then the passive replication constraint satisfies the normalized load constraint.
Proof. The overall computational load of a node n i is composed of three different loads: 1.) the load of replicas t x → n i ∈ BCC r with t x → n j ∈ BCC r and n j / ∈ BCC s , 2. the load of replicas t x → n i ∈ BCC r with t x → n j ∈ BCC s (BCC r = BCC s ), and 3.) the load of tasks t x → n i .
1. Given are two different nodes n k and n i belonging to the same biconnected component n i , n k ∈ BCC r and n k belongs to no other biconnected component BCC s , i.e., n k is not an articulation point. The tasks t x of node n k have replicas t x at node n i which do not cause any computational load unless they are activated (see Def. 6). After a single defect of n k , the other nodes n j belonging to the same biconnected component n j ∈ BCC r are still connected to n i (see Def. 8). Thus, only the replicas t x of the tasks t x of node n k will be activated. Since each node n k might fail and may have replicas t x of its task at n i , the maximum computational load that will be added to the load of n i after a defect of a node n k has to be considered. This is LR 2. Given are two different nodes n k and n i belonging to different biconnected component n i ∈ BCC r , n k ∈ BCC s and BCC r = BCC s . BCC r has one or several articulation points n AP j ∈ BCC r . Since different biconnected components are connected via one unique articulation point n AP j , a single resource defect leads to a situation where all tasks t x on n AP j and behind this articulation point are inaccessible. Thus, a failure of n AP j ∈ BCC r leads to a failure of all biconnected components BCC s which are accessible via n AP j ∈ BCC r . Since one resource may fail simultaneously, the network region accessible via another n AP l ∈ BCC r is still accessible in case of the a failure of n AP j ∈ BCC r . Thus, network regions accessible via different articulation points n AP l ∈ BCC r fail exclusively from the point of view of a node n i ∈ BCC r . The maximal computational load at node n i coming from a network region if n AP j ∈ BCC r fails is LR AP ni . The load caused at a node n i ∈ BCC r due to a defect of n k ∈ BCC r is either LR BCC ni or LR AP ni . This depends on whether n k is an articulation point or not. Thus, the maximum of LR BCC ni and LR AP ni will be added to the load of n i . 3. Since all tasks t x executed by n i cause a computational load, the overall load caused by the tasks is the sum of the corresponding c x .
As an example for the case covered by Eq. (1), consider the network in Fig. 5 . The network consists of eight nodes partitioned into three biconnected components which are connected by two articulation points (n AP 2 , n AP 5 ). The task binding is given and some of the replicas are already placed in the network Assume that node n 4 is asked whether it can host a passive replica of task t 5 by the algorithm shown in Alg. 1. The node n 4 need to know that they access nodes outside their own biconnected component via n AP 2 or n AP 5 . In detail, the nodes n 1 and n 3 can be accessed via a path containing articulation point n AP 2 whereas the nodes n 7 and n 8 can be accessed via a path containing articulation point n AP 5 . Thus, a defect of on single resource , e.g., n AP 2 or n AP 5 , can split the network such that either the left or the right biconnected component is not accessible from n 4 . But, it is not possible that the left and right biconnected component will become unaccessible from n 4 at the same time. If node n 6 fails no task hosted by other nodes will be inaccessible. Thus, node n 4 has to calculate:
If the following inequality holds true the replica of t 5 can be placed:
Experimental Evaluation
With the help of extensive Monte-Carlo simulations, the different strategies have been evaluated. For this purpose, we implemented a behavioral model of the network and each node as well as each link in the network has been annotated with a constant failure rate λ. Afterwards, the simulator randomly determines the defect time of each node and link using the inverse function of the reliability function R(t) = e −λt [14] : t = ln R(t) −λ
Note that the random values for R(t) are uniformly distributed. The resources are ordered according to their defect time t. Starting with the smallest defect time, the simulator removes at each defect time the corresponding resource from the network topology. After each removal of a resource, the online methodology (see Fig. 1 ) is processed and the simulator checks if the entire functionality is still operable. If this is not the case, the network has failed to operate. The defect time t of the last removed resource which led to a network failure is called the time to failure T T F . In order to determine the mean time to failure M T T F , the simulation is repeatedly executed and the average of all obtained T T F values is calculated. For the experimental evaluation of our methodology, we generated different network system models and varied 1.) the number of mapping edges for each task and 2.) the failure rate of the links (λ − Link) and the failure rate of the nodes (λ − N ode).
In the following figures, a relation of the failure rates is presented. A relation of the failure rates λ − N ode/λ − Link = 0.1 denotes a case where λ − N ode varies between 0.0001 and 0.0009 and λ−Link ranges from 0.001 to 0.009. The number mapping edges is normalized with the number of tasks, i.e., if #M appingEdges/T ask = 0.3, each task can be executed by 30% of the network nodes. If #M appingEdges/T ask = 1 each task can be executed everywhere in the network unless the nodes do not have enough computational resources. The computational power of all network node is normalized to one and the load of a task varies between 0.1 and 0.5.
At first, we consider the placement strategies where active replicas are placed in the network. We normalized the MTTF values obtained with the proposed strategies with the MTTF values of the reference strategies Random or M axRel, respectively. Fig. 6a shows the normalized MTTF for active replication over the number of mapping edges per task where each node knows its failure rate. The same case is presented in Fig. 6b ) but here, the nodes do not know about their failure rate. Fig. 6c ),d) present the same results than Fig. 6a ),b), but instead of placing active replicas, passive replicas are placed within the network.
As mentioned above, we also varied the failure rate of nodes and links. Therefore, the same results as in Fig. 6 and Fig. 6 are presented over the failure rate relation λ − N ode/λ − Link in Fig. 7. Fig. 7a),b) show the results for active replication while Fig. 7c),d) show results for passive replication.
Our test-cases show that the BCC Task (Max Rel) strategy outperforms the other distributed approaches to replica placement. Thus, a diverse placement of tasks and replicas in the network is better than cumulating tasks in certain biconnected components in the network. Comparing Fig. 6c) with Fig. 6c ) and Fig. ??d) with Fig. 6d) , respectively shows the impact of passive replication to tolerate permanent resource defects. In particular, passive replication together with the BCC Task (Max Rel) strategy leads to an improvement of the MTTF which is up to 10% higher than active replication. Of course, active replication has advantages concerning transient faults and fault reaction times, but due to the limited computational power of network nodes, passive replication is able to improve the availability of the entire network functionality. Fig. 7 shows that the benefit of our topology-aware replica placement strategies decreases if network nodes are much more likely to fail than links between these nodes. This behavior is due to the fact that the network decomposes very fast, but no connected component is able to host all communicating tasks and the network functionality cannot be provided any more. In this case, the potential for increasing the MTTF compared to strategies without topology information is low. On the other hand, if the probability of a link defect is higher than the probability of a node defect, the network topology might become like a chain of biconnected node groups. In such a network topology, our strategies are aware of the node groups and are able to place tasks such that the MTTF is improved. Note that this latter case where the failure rate of a link is higher than the failure rate of a node is more realistic. Hence, our approach leads to a better improvement of the normalized MTTF for more realistic cases.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented novel heuristics for placing replicated tasks in embedded networks. With the goal to increase the mean time to failure and hence the reliability of the network and to delay the failure of the network's functionality, different heuristics are proposed which are based on the partitioning of the network into biconnected components. Moreover, we discussed differences of active and passive replication and experimentally illustrated the impact of the passive replication on the mean time to failure. Note that differences due to active and passive replication can only be considered if our heuristics are applied. Other randomized strategies ignoring topology information might not be able to respect differences in active and passive replication. All in all, replica placement strategies based on biconnected components seem to be quite attractive, 1.) because they run in a distributed manner, 2.) they improve the mean time to failure, and 3.) they allow for distinguishing between active and passive replication. Fig. 7 . Depending on the failure rate relation λ−N ode/λ−Link, the reliability improvements a) compared to the reliability of the Max Rel strategy and b) compared to the Random strategy for active replication as well as c) compared to the reliability of the Max Rel strategy and d) compared to the Random strategy for passive replication are presented.
